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Abstract
From a data sample of 183 pb−1 recorded at a center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 189 GeV with the OPAL
detector at LEP, 3068 W-pair candidate events are selected. Assuming Standard Model W boson decay
branching fractions, the W-pair production cross section is measured to be σWW=16.30±0.34(stat.)±
0.18(syst.) pb. When combined with previous OPAL measurements, the W boson branching fraction
to hadrons is determined to be 68.32± 0.61(stat.)± 0.28(syst.) % assuming lepton universality. These
results are consistent with Standard Model expectations.
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1 Introduction
In 1996, the LEP collider at CERN entered a new phase of operation, LEP2, with the first e+e−
collisions above the W+W− production threshold at
√
s = 161 GeV. By 1998, with the installation of
additional super-conducting radio-frequency accelerating cavities, the center-of-mass collision energy
of the LEP collider was increased to
√
s = 189 GeV. This paper describes the measurement of the
W+W− production cross section and the W boson branching fractions using 183 pb−1 of data recorded
by the OPAL detector during the 1998 LEP run. This measurement provides an important test of
the non-Abelian nature of the electroweak interaction, as the W+W− production cross section above
threshold is sensitive to the couplings between the weak gauge bosons. In addition, with the large
sample of W bosons produced in 1998, more precise tests of the weak charged-current interaction can
be made in the measurement of the W boson branching fractions to leptons and hadrons.
In the Standard Model, W+W− events are expected to decay into fully leptonic (W+W−→
ℓ+νℓℓ
′−νℓ′), semi-leptonic (W
+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ), or fully hadronic (W+W−→ qqqq) final states with
predicted branching fractions of 10.6%, 43.9%, and 45.6% respectively [1]. Three separate selections,
described in Sections 3–5, are used in this analysis to identify candidate W+W− events by their final
state topologies. For the ℓνℓν and qqℓν event selections, events are further classified according to
charged lepton type. In total, W+W− candidate events are exclusively selected in one of ten possible
final states (6× ℓνℓν, 3× qqℓν, and 1× qqqq).
From the observed event rates in these ten channels, measurements of the W boson branching
fractions and the total W+W− production cross section are performed as described in Section 6. The
branching fraction measurements at
√
s = 189 GeV are also combined with previous OPAL results
from data collected at
√
s = 161 GeV [2],
√
s = 172 GeV [3], and
√
s = 183 GeV [4].
2 Data and Monte Carlo Models
The OPAL detector has been described in detail in previous publications [5]. The data reconstruction,
luminosity measurement, Monte Carlo models, and detector simulation used for this analysis are identi-
cal to those used in previous OPALW+W− cross-section measurements [3, 4]. The accepted integrated
luminosity, evaluated using small angle Bhabha scattering events observed in forward calorimeters,
is 183.05 ± 0.16(stat.) ± 0.37(syst.) pb−1 [6]. The mean center-of-mass energy for the data sample is√
s = 188.635 ± 0.040 GeV [7].
The semi-analytic program Gentle 2.0 [8] has been used to calculate the W+W− cross section
σWW = 16.65 pb at
√
s = 188.635 GeV assuming a W boson mass of MW = 80.41 GeV [9]. The
estimated theoretical uncertainty on the Gentle prediction is 2%. Recent theoretical calculations
which include a more complete treatment of O(α) radiative corrections through the double pole ap-
proximation [10] are now available in the YfsWW [11] and RacoonWW [12] Monte Carlo generators.
These new calculations predict a W+W− cross section of 16.27 pb and 16.25 pb respectively, with
a reduced theoretical uncertainty of 0.42%. Even though YfsWW and RacoonWW differ in their
implementation of O(α) radiative corrections, these two calculations are in agreement at the level of
0.1%, and predict a rate which is (2.3–2.4)% lower than the older Gentle estimate.
A W+W− cross section of 16.26±0.08 pb is used throughout this paper to determine the expected
number of W+W− events predicted by the Standard Model. This value is chosen to be representative
of these improved calculations, while covering the expected range of theoretical uncertainty quoted by
either YfsWW or RacoonWW.
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A number of additional Monte Carlo generators are used in this analysis to provide estimates of
signal efficiencies and expected backgrounds from other Standard Model processes. Unless otherwise
noted, all Monte Carlo event samples have been processed through a detailed simulation of the OPAL
detector [13].
In this paper, W+W− events are defined in terms of the CC03 class of production diagrams shown
in Figure 1 following the notation of [1]. These amplitudes, namely the t-channel νe exchange and s-
channel Z0/γ exchange, provide a natural definition of resonant W-pair production, even though other
non-CC03 diagrams contribute to the same four-fermion final states. The efficiency for selecting CC03
signal events is estimated using the Koralw 1.42 [14] Monte Carlo generator, with the predictions of
Excalibur [15], Pythia [16], and Herwig [17] being used to assess possible systematic uncertainties
on the theoretical prediction.
To extract the CC03 cross section from the data, the expected difference between the complete
four-fermion production rate and the rate predicted using only the CC03 diagrams is treated as a
background and subtracted from the observed cross section. This four-fermion background is estimated
using the Koralw, Excalibur, and grc4f [18] four-fermion Monte Carlo generators,1 and includes
contributions from both non-CC03 four-fermion final states and interference between the CC03 and
non-CC03 amplitudes. For the ℓνℓν final states, where this additional non-CC03 four-fermion con-
tribution is most pronounced, inclusive four-fermion cross sections are also quoted following a signal
definition described in Section 7.
Additional backgrounds from two-fermion final states are estimated using the Pythia, Herwig,
and KK2f [19] Monte Carlo generators for the e+e− → qq process, Koralz [20] for the e+e− → µ+µ−,
e+e− → τ+τ−, and e+e− → ννγ(γ) processes, and Bhwide [21] for the e+e− → e+e− process.
Backgrounds from two-photon interactions are evaluated using Pythia, Herwig, Phojet [22], and
the Vermaseren program [23].
3 W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ
′−
νℓ′ Event Selection
Fully leptonic W+W− events are identified as a pair of charged leptons with significant missing trans-
verse momentum. In previous OPAL results [3, 4], events were considered as W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ′−νℓ′
candidates if they were selected by either of two independent selection algorithms. For the results
presented in this paper, however, an improved version of the OPAL acoplanar di-lepton selection II
presented in references [24, 25] is used exclusively. The new selection has an efficiency of 82% for
W+W− events at
√
s = 189 GeV (was approx 72% for selection II in [24]) and a background of 38 fb
(was 66 fb in [25]). The main improvements are as follows:
• simplifying the kinematic cuts such that they are lepton flavor independent and based primarily
on requirements of significant missing transverse momentum (pT);
• using the recently installed forward scintillating tile counters [26] to efficiently reject backgrounds
from otherwise undetected forward muons;
• requiring that the measured missing pT could not easily be faked by mis-measurements of the
track momenta.
1 The Koralw four-fermion generator uses the grc4f four-fermion matrix elements, but other details of the event
generation differ.
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Since the characteristic ℓνℓν topology is shared by other non-CC03 Standard Model processes as well
as many manifestations of new physics beyond the Standard Model, no attempt has been made in this
selection to discriminate CC03 production from other sources. Rather, the selection is developed to
be globally efficient for any mechanism which produces two charged leptons and missing transverse
momentum in the final state while rejecting the main backgrounds from two-fermion production and
two-photon interactions.
To be selected as W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ′−νℓ′ candidates, events must pass a series of cuts designed to
isolate the signal events while rejecting the dominant backgrounds. After rejecting all high multiplicity
events, “jets” are found in each candidate event using a cone algorithm applied to the observed tracks
and calorimeter clusters. A cone half-opening angle of 20 degrees and a jet energy threshold of 2.5 GeV
is used. Only those events with between one and three identified jets are considered further, and a
different series of additional cuts is applied depending upon the number of jets observed.
In the most common di-jet case, where the charged lepton candidates are cleanly separated from
each other, the most important cuts require a minimum acollinearity angle between the two leptons
(θacol > 5
◦), and a minimum scaled transverse momentum (xT = pT/Ebeam > 5%). Many additional
cuts are applied to reject specific background processes, including the rejection of events with signifi-
cant activity in the forward scintillating tile counters consistent with an otherwise undetected forward
muon from e+e−µ+µ− production.
The tri-jet selection is designed to retain efficiency for ℓνℓνγ final states where the photon forms a
third jet, with additional cuts applied to reject two-fermion τ+τ−γ production. The mono-jet selection
is designed to select additional events where both leptons are reconstructed within the same cone, or
where one lepton is only partially reconstructed in the forward direction. Tighter cuts are required on
xT to suppress backgrounds from two-photon interactions, and event timing cuts are used to eliminate
backgrounds from cosmic rays entering the detector.
The classification of the selected ℓνℓν events into di-lepton class is initially based on the observed
lepton properties, as well as the observed track multiplicity in each jet. This classification is further
refined by momentum cuts dependent upon the acollinearity angle such that identified e or µ leptons
with low momentum consistent with τ → ℓνℓντ decays are reclassified as τ lepton candidates. These
cuts are effective due to the correlation between lepton energy and decay angle from the parent W
boson.
The inclusive ℓνℓν selection is estimated to be (82.1 ± 1.2)% efficient for W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ′−νℓ′
events, where the error indicates the systematic uncertainty. The detailed efficiency matrix listing
the selection efficiency of each di-lepton selection class for a specific W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ′−νℓ′ event type
is shown in Table 1. A correction of (−0.9 ± 0.4)% has been applied to the efficiency predicted by
Koralw Monte Carlo samples to account for unmodelled beam-related backgrounds in the forward
detectors. Since significant activity in the forward detectors is used as a veto against various back-
ground classes, like the rejection of e+e−µ+µ− mentioned above, this beam-related detector occupancy
causes a reduction of the selection efficiency which is estimated from randomly triggered beam cross-
ings. A variety of other possible systematic effects have been considered including the dependence on
W mass, beam energy, trigger efficiency, and several aspects of the detector modeling in the Monte
Carlo simulation. All are found to be small (< 0.4% each), and a total relative uncertainty on the
selection efficiency of 1.5% is assessed. This systematic uncertainty is small compared to the expected
statistical errors.
Backgrounds to the ℓνℓν event selection can be grouped into three distinct classes. The first
class consists of backgrounds from processes which do not contain two leptons and two neutrinos in
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the final state. Predominantly τ -pair and two-photon (e+e−ℓ+ℓ−) production, this background class
contributes an expected 38 ± 10 fb to the total selected ℓνℓν rate. The second class consists of an
irreducible background from ℓ+ℓ−νℓ′νℓ′ final states which can only be produced by neutral current
diagrams as the neutrinos are of a different lepton species than the charged leptons. Since the neutrinos
are unobserved, these final states are indistinguishable from the signal events in terms of the event
topology. This class contributes an additional 45± 2 fb of background to the inclusive ℓνℓν selection.
The final class of background is the difference between the complete four-fermion cross section and the
theoretically predicted rate from CC03 diagrams alone for ℓνℓν final states. This includes neutral-
current processes in the final states where the two charged leptons are of the same type (ℓ+νℓℓ
−νℓ)
and other four-fermion processes when there is an electron in the final state (e±νeℓ
∓νℓ). This non-
CC03 production contributes a large cross section of 77 ± 10 fb which is treated as a background in
the CC03 selection and is also largely irreducible within the detector acceptance. The errors on the
accepted background rates include all systematic uncertainties, including the effects of limited Monte
Carlo statistics. A detailed breakdown of the accepted background cross-sections for the six di-lepton
classes identified in the ℓνℓν selection is shown in Table 2.
The dominant systematic uncertainty associated with the ℓνℓν background estimate is due to the
four-fermion correction. The accepted four-fermion background rate is estimated from the difference
observed in Koralw four-fermion and CC03 samples with equivalent Excalibur samples providing
a cross-check. The accepted background rates from all processes for the ℓνℓν event selection are shown
in Tables 2 and 3.
A total of 276 events are selected in the data, with 29 ± 3 expected from all background classes.
Figure 2 shows distributions of the reconstructed visible energy fraction for the six individual di-lepton
classifications.
4 W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ Event Selection
The W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ selection consists of three separate selections, one for each type of semi-leptonic
decay. Only those events which are not already selected as W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ′−νℓ′ candidates are con-
sidered by these selections, and the W+W−→ qqτντ selection is only applied to those events which
fail both the W+W−→ qqeνe and W+W−→ qqµνµ selections.
The W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ event selection for the 189 GeV data is based on that described in detail in
previous publications [3, 4]. The selection consists of five stages, which can be summarized as
• a loose preselection to remove events with low multiplicity or little visible energy;
• identification of the observed track in the event most consistent with being the leptonic decay
of a W boson;
• separate likelihood selections for W+W−→ qqeνe, W+W−→ qqµνµ, and W+W−→ qqτντ ;
• re-classification of qqτντ events which are identified by the qqeνe and qqµνµ selections;
• rejection of four-fermion backgrounds.
The first three stages are optimized for the rejection of the e+e− → qq background which has an
expected cross section about six times larger than the W-pair production cross section at 189 GeV. The
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W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ likelihood selections have a significant efficiency for other four-fermion processes,
e.g. qqeνe final states produced by the single W (Weνe) diagrams and qqℓ
+ℓ−production. For this
reason additional cuts are applied to events passing the likelihood selections to reduce backgrounds
from these processes.
The four-fermion background rejection consists of three separate parts. Firstly, cuts are applied
to selected W+W−→ qqeνe and W+W−→ qqµνµ events to reduce backgrounds from qqe+e− and
qqµ+µ− final states where both leptons are observed in the detector. Secondly, the W+W−→ qqτντ
selection accepts approximately 40% of hadronically decaying single W events (qqeνe) where the elec-
tron is produced in the far forward region beyond the experimental acceptance. In these events a
fragmentation track is mis-identified as a τ lepton decay product. To reduce this background, an
additional likelihood selection is applied which separates W+W−→ qqτντ from Weνe. Finally, back-
ground in the W+W−→ qqeνe selection from the Ze+e− final state, where the Z0 decays hadronically
and one electron is far forward, is reduced with two kinematic fits, the first using the hypothesis that
the event is W+W−→ qqeνe and the second using the Ze+e− hypothesis.
In addition to the likelihood selections, cut based selections are used to identify W+W−→ qqeνe
and W+W−→ qqµνµ events where the lepton track is either poorly reconstructed or is beyond the
tracking acceptance. These ‘trackless’ selections require clear evidence of an electron or muon in the
calorimeter or muon chambers consistent with the kinematics of a W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ event, without ex-
plicitly demanding a reconstructed track. These additional selections improve the overall efficiency by
approximately 3% (5%) for W+W−→ qqeνe (W+W−→ qqµνµ) events, while reducing the systematic
uncertainties associated with the modeling of the forward tracking acceptance.
The inclusive qqℓν selection is estimated to be (86.8± 0.9)% efficient for W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ events,
as predicted by Koralw Monte Carlo samples. The efficiencies of the W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ selection for
the individual channels are given in Table 1. These efficiencies include small corrections (0.5%) which
account for observed differences between data and the Monte Carlo simulation. These corrections are
obtained using ‘mixed events’ formed by superimposing Z0 → qq multihadronic events and hemispheres
from Z0 → ℓ+ℓ− lepton pairs recorded at √s = 91 GeV as described previously [3]. Small corrections
(0.3%) are also applied to account for tracking losses which are not modeled by the Monte Carlo
simulation of the OPAL detector. These corrections are determined by studying Z0 → ℓ+ℓ− events.
The effect of detector occupancy from beam-related backgrounds has also been evaluated.
Possible biases due to hadronization uncertainties are studied with fully simulated Monte Carlo
W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ samples where the hadronization process is modeled using either Jetset or Herwig.
Other systematics are evaluated by comparing samples generated with different Monte Carlo generators
(Koralw, Pythia, Excalibur, and grc4f). In each case, the largest observed difference between
generators is taken as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty. Table 5 lists the various contributions
to the systematic uncertainty on the selection efficiency.
Table 3 shows the background cross sections and total uncertainties for the three qqℓν selections.
The systematic errors on the expected background cross sections are dominated by differences between
data and Monte Carlo for the two-fermion backgrounds and by differences between generators in the
case of the four-fermion backgrounds. The systematic errors on the four-fermion backgrounds were
estimated by comparing the expectations of Koralw and Excalibur.
The dominant background in the qqℓν selection is from di-jet production, predominantly the
e+e− → qq and single W processes, where a particle produced during hadronization is incorrectly
identified as a prompt lepton. The Monte Carlo estimate of this background rate is checked using
control samples constructed from the data directly. For the e+e− → qq background, ‘fake’ events
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are constructed by boosting hadronic Z0 events recorded at
√
s = 91 GeV to the
√
s′ distribution
expected of quark pairs at
√
s = 189 GeV. This boost procedure is applied to both Z0 data and Z0
Monte Carlo samples, with the ratio of selected events in each qqℓν channel being used to assign a
systematic uncertainty of 15%. For the Weνe and qqνν backgrounds, which are large in the qqτντ
channel, a control sample is constructed from selected qqℓ±νℓ events by discarding the selected lepton
track. Again, the observed ratio in selected events between data and Monte Carlo samples is used to
assign a systematic uncertainty of 10% to this background source.
The numbers of events selected in the individual W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ lepton classes are summarized
in Table 4, with a total of 1246 events selected as inclusive W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ candidates and 112± 10
expected from non-CC03 background sources. Figure 3 shows distributions of the reconstructed
energy of the lepton in the qqeνe, qqµνµ, and qqτντ selection channels. The data distributions are in
good agreement with the Monte Carlo expectations.
5 W+W−→ qqqq Event Selection
The selection of fully hadronic W+W−→ qqqq events is performed in two stages using a cut-based
preselection followed by a likelihood selection procedure similar to that used at 183 GeV [4]. This
likelihood selection is primarily designed to reject the dominant background from the e+e− → qq
process where the di-quark system fragments into a four jet topology. The changes from this previous
selection are a different set of variables used for the preselection cuts and likelihood calculation, and
a new method based on data for determining the accepted background rate. No attempt is made to
discriminate against the neutral current process ZZ→ qqqq.
All events which are classified as hadronic [27] and which have not been selected by either the ℓνℓν
or the qqℓν selections are considered as candidates for the W+W−→ qqqq selection. In addition, any
event which was rejected as a four-fermion background event in the qqℓν selection is also rejected as
a qqqq candidate event.
Tracks and calorimeter clusters are combined into four jets using the Durham algorithm [28]
and the total momentum and energy of each jet is corrected for double-counting of energy [29]. To
remove events which are clearly inconsistent with a fully hadronic W+W− decay, candidate events
are required to satisfy a set of preselection cuts including a cut on minimum visible energy (70%
of
√
s), minimum invariant mass (75% of
√
s), and minimum multiplicity per jet (one track). The
most important preselection cut is a limit on the logarithm of the QCD matrix element for four jet
production (log10(W420) < 0) [30]. W420 is an event weight formed from the tree level O(α2s) matrix
element [31] for the four jet production process (e+e− → qq → qqqq, qqgg). The value of W420 is
determined by using the observed momenta of the four reconstructed jets as estimates of the underlying
parton momenta which are input to the matrix element calculation. The largest value of this matrix
element calculated after considering all 24 permutations of the jet-parton association in each event is
found to have the best discriminating power between signal and background.
The preselection requirements reject an estimated 96% of the e+e− → qq events which comprise
the dominant source of background in the W+W−→ qqqq event selection. The preselection efficiency
for the hadronic W+W−→ qqqq decays is estimated to be 93%. A total of 2077 data events pass the
preselection, of which 775 are expected to be from non-CC03 sources.
Events satisfying the preselection cuts are classified as signal or background based upon a four
variable likelihood selection. The following likelihood variables are selected to provide a good sepa-
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ration between the hadronic W+W−→ qqqq signal and the e+e− → qq four jet background, while
minimizing the total number of variables used:
• log10(W420), the QCD four jet matrix element;
• log10(WCC03), the Excalibur matrix element [15] for the CC03 process (W+W−→ qqqq);
• log10(y45), the logarithm of the value of the Durham jet resolution parameter at which an event
is reclassified from four jets to five jets;
• event sphericity.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of these four likelihood variables for all preselected events found in
the 189 GeV data. To improve the statistical power of this selection, a multi-dimensional likelihood
technique is used to account for the correlations between the four likelihood input variables [32]. Most
of the separation between the signal and background events is provided by the two matrix element
values log10(WCC03) and log10(W420), which give the relative probability that the kinematics of the
observed event are consistent with signal or background production respectively.
An event is selected as a hadronic W+W−→ qqqq candidate if the likelihood discriminant variable,
also shown in Figure 4, is greater than 0.4. This cut value was chosen to maximize the expected
statistical power of this selection assuming the Standard Model rate for CC03 production. The
efficiency of this likelihood selection for W+W−→ qqqq events is estimated from KoralwMonte Carlo
samples to be (86.4 ± 0.9)%, where the error represents an estimate of the systematic uncertainties.
The individual components of this systematic uncertainty are shown in Table 5.
For the purposes of extracting a cross section, an alternative technique of weighting all preselected
events according to the likelihood output is employed rather than selecting specific events by making
a cut. A similar method was used in previous results [3], although in this analysis the weights (wi)
are calculated for each bin (i) of the likelihood discriminant from the expected CC03 signal purity
in that bin. The cross section can then be expressed in terms of the weighted values of efficiency,
background, and observed events as
σ(qqqq) = (
1
L
∑
i
wiNi −
∑
i
wiσ
bgd
i )/(
∑
i
wiε
sig
i ),
where L is the luminosity of the sample. The values Ni, εsigi , and σbgdi are the observed events,
signal efficiency, and accepted background respectively in each bin. The statistical uncertainty on
the weighted number of events is given by
√∑
(wi)2Ni, and by using this weighting technique an
improvement of 3% in the expected σ(qqqq) statistical error is gained. Results for both techniques
are presented in Section 6 and Tables 3–5.
The main systematic uncertainty on the selection efficiency results from the modeling of the QCD
hadronization process. This uncertainty is estimated by comparing the selection efficiency predicted
using the Jetset hadronization model with an alternative model from the Herwig generator. In
addition, the effect of varying the parameters σq, b, ΛQCD, and Q0 of the Jetset hadronization model
by one standard deviation about their tuned values [33] is considered. For these Jetset tune studies,
a fast parameterized simulation of the OPAL detector was used. The Monte Carlo modeling of the
CC03 signal, including the detector simulation, is further studied by comparing the distributions of
the preselection and likelihood variables seen in data with various Monte Carlo estimates. The signal
efficiency determined by Koralw is also compared to other generators (Excalibur, Pythia, and
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grc4f) to test the Monte Carlo description of the underlying hard process. In each case, the observed
differences are taken as an estimate of the systematic uncertainty. Possible biases related to final
state interactions between the hadronic systems produced by different W bosons have been evaluated
for color-reconnection effects [34] and Bose-Einstein correlations [35]. These effects are found to be
small, and the total change in predicted selection efficiency when these effects are included in the
hadronization model is taken as the systematic uncertainty.
The accepted e+e− → qq background is estimated from Pythia Monte Carlo samples, with
Herwig and KK2f being used as cross-checks. All of these generators include only O(αs) matrix
elements for hard gluon emission, and rely upon a parton shower scheme to predict the four jet pro-
duction rate. It has been suggested that this could lead to errors of up to 10% in the rate of e+e− → qq
background when compared to a more complete O(α2s) matrix element approach [36]. To reduce the
uncertainty on this background estimate, a technique to measure this rate directly from the data has
been used in this analysis. By comparing the number of events seen in data and Monte Carlo in the
range (0 < log10(W420) < 1) which would otherwise pass the preselection cuts, the overall four jet rate
predicted by the Monte Carlo is normalized to the data. A correction of (−3.6 ± 3.2)% is found for
the default Pythia sample assuming a total e+e− → qq production cross section of 98.4 pb, where
the uncertainty is the statistical precision of the normalization procedure. The observed data and
corrected Monte Carlo expectation in this ‘sideband’ background region is shown in Figure 4. The
expected contamination from CC03 production in this region is less than 3%, resulting in a negligible
bias on the extracted CC03 cross section.
Additional uncertainties on the background rate from the modeling of the hadronization process
are evaluated in the same manner as the uncertainty on the signal efficiency. The background normal-
ization procedure has been consistently applied during these systematic checks. Uncertainties in the
non-CC03 four-fermion background are estimated by comparing the expectations of Koralw, grc4f,
and Excalibur. This background is predominantly from the neutral current process ZZ→ qqqq, of
which only 15% is in final states with direct interference with the CC03 diagrams. In each case, the
single largest difference observed in a set of systematic checks is taken as an estimate of the uncertainty.
A total of 1546 W+W−→ qqqq candidate events are selected by the counting analysis, with an
expected non-CC03 background of 325±21 events. Using the weighting technique, 1306±32 weighted
events are observed with a weighted background estimate of 287± 15 events.
6 W+W− Cross Section and W Decay Branching Fractions
The observed numbers of selected W+W− events are used to measure the W+W− production cross
section and the W decay branching fractions to leptons and hadrons. The measured cross section
corresponds to that of W-pair production from the CC03 diagrams as discussed earlier. The expected
four-fermion backgrounds quoted throughout this paper include contributions from both non-CC03
final states and the effects of interference with the CC03 diagrams. Mis-identified CC03 final states
are not included in the background values listed in Table 3, but rather are taken into account by
off-diagonal entries in the efficiency matrix shown in Table 1.
Table 4 summarizes the event selections in the three W+W− decay topologies. The expected
numbers of events assume a center-of-mass energy of 188.635 ± 0.040 GeV, an integrated luminosity
of 183.05 ± 0.40 pb−1, and a W+W− cross section of 16.26± 0.08 pb as predicted by the calculations
of YfsWW and RacoonWW.
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As in [4], the W+W− cross section and branching fractions are measured using data from the ten
separate decay channels. Three different fits are performed with all correlated systematic uncertainties
taken into account. In the first case σWW(189 GeV), Br(W→ eνe), Br(W → µνµ), and Br(W → τντ )
are extracted under the assumption that
Br(W→ eνe) + Br(W→ µνµ) + Br(W → τντ ) + Br(W → qq) = 1.
In the second fit, the additional constraint of charged current lepton universality is imposed. The
results of these branching fraction fits to the 189 GeV data alone are summarized in Table 6 along
with the Standard Model expectation, which is estimated to have a theoretical uncertainty of 0.1% [1].
From this second fit, the W+W− CC03 production cross sections in each channel can be extracted
under the assumption of lepton universality, assuming Standard Model rates for all other processes:
σ(W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ′−νℓ′) = 1.64 ± 0.11(stat.) ± 0.03(syst.) pb,
σ(W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ) = 7.04 ± 0.22(stat.) ± 0.10(syst.) pb,
σ(W+W−→ qqqq) = 7.68 ± 0.24(stat.) ± 0.16(syst.) pb.
These results are consistent with the Standard Model expectations of 1.72 pb, 7.13 pb, and 7.41 pb re-
spectively. The cross section in the qqqq channel has been determined using the event weight technique
described in Section 5. Using the counting method yields a consistent result of σ(W+W−→ qqqq) =
7.70 ± 0.25 ± 0.18 pb.
In the third fit, all W decay branching fractions are fixed to the values predicted by the Standard
Model, and the W+W− cross section is determined to be
σWW(189 GeV) = 16.30 ± 0.34(stat.) ± 0.18(syst.) pb,
consistent with the Standard Model expectation of 16.26 ± 0.08 pb.
7 e+e− → ℓ+ℓ−νν Cross Section Measurement
The fully leptonic event selection has only a small (38± 10 fb) contamination of background expected
from sources without two leptons and two neutrinos in the final state. It is therefore well suited to
measuring the inclusive four-fermion cross-sections for the six charged di-lepton final states which
within the Standard Model receive contributions from some or all of the WW, ZZ, Weνe, Ze
+e−, and
Zνν diagrams and in particular their respective interferences.
The four-fermion e+e− → ℓ+ℓ−νν cross sections are defined in terms of the following kinematic
acceptance cuts:
• at least one of the charged leptons is produced with | cos θ| < 0.90, where the angle θ is the
scattering angle between the outgoing lepton and the incoming electron;
• both charged leptons are produced with | cos θ| < 0.99;
• the invariant mass calculated from the four-momentum balancing the two prompt neutrinos
must be greater than 10 GeV, while the transverse momentum of this recoil four-momentum
must have pT/Ebeam > 5%.
2
2This definition of the ‘visible’ system in terms of the recoil from the two neutrinos avoids ambiguities in defining the
invariant mass when there is additional photon radiation.
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For this theoretical signal definition, τ leptons are treated as stable such that the prompt τ lepton is
used in the kinematic acceptance cuts. This signal definition is chosen to approximate the kinematic
acceptance of the ℓνℓν selection. The efficiency of the inclusive ℓνℓν selection for this signal definition
is 86%.
A combined fit for the six four-fermion cross sections is performed and summarized in Table 7.
The observed cross sections are in good agreement with the Standard Model rates predicted by the
Koralw four-fermion generator.
8 Combination with Previous Data
A simultaneous fit to the numbers of W+W− candidate events in the ten identified final states (eνeeνe,
µνµµνµ, τνττντ , eνeµνµ, eνeτντ , µνµτντ , qqeνe, qqµνµ, qqτντ , and qqqq) observed by OPAL at center-
of-mass energies of 161 GeV, 172 GeV, 183 GeV, and 189 GeV gives the following values for the leptonic
branching fractions of the W boson:
Br(W→ eνe) = 10.46 ± 0.42(stat.) ± 0.14(syst.) %
Br(W→ µνµ) = 10.50 ± 0.41(stat.) ± 0.12(syst.) %
Br(W→ τντ ) = 10.75 ± 0.52(stat.) ± 0.21(syst.) %.
Correlations between the systematic uncertainties at the different energy points have been accounted
for in the fit. These results are consistent with the hypothesis of lepton universality, and agree well
with the Standard Model prediction of 10.8%. The correlation coefficient for the resulting values
of Br(W→ eνe) and Br(W → µνµ) is −0.05. The correlation coefficient for the results of either
Br(W → eνe) or Br(W→ µνµ) with the measurement of Br(W → τντ ) is −0.25.
A simultaneous fit assuming lepton universality gives
Br(W→ qq) = 68.32 ± 0.61(stat.) ± 0.28(syst.) %,
which is consistent with the Standard Model expectation of 67.5%. Here, the dominant sources of
systematic uncertainty are from the uncertainty on the e+e− → qq background in the W+W−→ qqqq
channel and the uncertainties on the W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ and W+W−→ qqqq selection efficiencies.
The hadronic branching fraction can be interpreted as a measurement of the sum of the squares
of the six elements of the CKM mixing matrix, |Vij |, which do not involve the top quark:
Br(W→ qq)
(1− Br(W→ qq)) =
(
1 +
αs(MW)
π
) ∑
i=u,c; j=d,s,b
|Vij |2.
The theoretical uncertainty of this improved Born approximation due to missing higher order cor-
rections is estimated to be 0.1% [1]. Taking αs(MW) to be 0.120 ± 0.005, the branching fraction
Br(W → qq) from the 161 – 189 GeV data yields∑
i=u,c; j=d,s,b
|Vij |2 = 2.077 ± 0.059(stat.) ± 0.027(syst.),
which is consistent with the value of 2 expected from unitarity in a three-generation CKM matrix.
Using the experimental knowledge of the sum, |Vud|2 + |Vus|2 + |Vub|2 + |Vcd|2+ |Vcb|2 = 1.048±
0.007 [9], the above result can be interpreted as a measure of |Vcs| which is the least well determined
of these matrix elements:
|Vcs| = 1.015 ± 0.029(stat.) ± 0.013(syst.).
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The uncertainty in the sum of the other five CKM matrix elements, which is dominated by the
uncertainty on |Vcd|, contributes a negligible uncertainty of 0.004 to this determination of |Vcs|. A
more direct determination of |Vcs| is also performed by OPAL in the measurement of the hadronic
branching fraction of the W boson to charm quarks [37].
9 Summary
Using 183 pb−1 of data recorded by OPAL at a mean center-of-mass energy of
√
s = 188.6 GeV, a total
of 3068 W-pair candidate events are selected. The data are used to determine the CC03 production
cross section assuming Standard Model decay rates:
σWW(189 GeV) = 16.30 ± 0.34(stat.) ± 0.18(syst.) pb.
The measured W+W− production cross section at
√
s = 188.6 GeV is shown in Figure 5, together
with the previous OPAL measurements of σWW at
√
s = 161.3 GeV [2],
√
s = 172.1 GeV [3], and at√
s = 182.7 GeV [4]. The measured cross sections clearly favor the Standard Model prediction over
the model where there is no coupling between the weak gauge bosons, confirming the non-Abelian
nature of the electroweak interaction. When combined with previous OPAL measurements under the
assumption of lepton universality, the hadronic branching fraction of the W boson is found to be
Br(W→ qq) = 68.32 ± 0.61(stat.) ± 0.28(syst.) %,
which is consistent with the Standard Model expectation of 67.5%.
Similar measurements have been made at
√
s ≤ 189 GeV by ALEPH [38], DELPHI [39], and
L3 [40]. Results consistent with the Standard Model are observed by all four LEP collaborations.
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Event Efficiencies (%) for W+W− →
Selection e
+
νee
−
νe µ
+
νµµ
−
νµ τ
+
νττ
−
ντ e
±
νeµ
∓
νµ e
±
νeτ
∓
ντ µ
±
νµτ
∓
ντ qqeνe qqµνµ qqτντ qqqq
e
+
νee
−
νe 75.5 0.0 1.0 0.1 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
µ
+
νµµ
−
νµ 0.0 80.4 0.6 1.2 0.1 6.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
τ
+
ντ τ
−
ντ 0.5 0.3 46.4 0.4 4.1 5.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e
±
νeµ
∓
νµ 2.5 0.4 1.2 77.8 6.2 7.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e
±
νeτ
∓
ντ 8.5 0.0 11.1 3.9 63.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
µ
±
νµτ
∓
ντ 0.1 6.6 8.3 3.9 0.8 60.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
qqeνe 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0 85.4 0.1 3.8 0.0
qqµνµ 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 89.2 4.3 0.1
qqτντ 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.5 4.4 68.4 0.8
qqqq 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.6 86.4
Weighted 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.6 72.3
Table 1: CC03 selection efficiency matrix. For the W+W−→ qqqq selection the efficiencies are listed
for both the counting and weighted event selections as described in the text.
Background Accepted background cross sections (fb)
Class e+e− µ+µ− τ+τ− e±µ∓ e±τ∓ µ±τ∓ ℓ+ℓ−
Non-ℓ+ℓ−νν 0.7 1.1 19.8 1.9 9.6 4.4 37.5
ℓ+ℓ−νℓ′νℓ′ 6.6 9.1 8.6 4.5 9.9 6.5 45.2
ℓ+νℓℓ
′−νℓ′(4f - CC03) 10.9 10.0 13.9 9.5 21.5 11.6 77.4
Total Background 18.2 20.2 42.3 15.9 41.0 22.5 160.1
Table 2: Accepted ℓνℓν background cross sections listed by selection class. Non-ℓ+ℓ−νν is defined as
final states which do not contain two leptons and two neutrinos, while ℓ+ℓ−νℓ′νℓ′ are final states only
produced by neutral current processes. The (4f - CC03) background is the difference in accepted ℓνℓν
cross section between complete four-fermion production and CC03-only production for ℓ+νℓℓ
′−νℓ′ final
states.
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Accepted background cross sections (fb)
Event Selection W+W− →
Source ℓ+νℓℓ
′−νℓ′ qqeνe qqµνµ qqτντ qqqq Weighted
ℓ+νℓℓ
′−νℓ′ 77 ± 10 – – 0 ± 1 – –
qqℓ±νℓ 3 ± 1 54 ± 21 2 ± 1 74 ± 8 – –
qqqq – 0 ± 1 1 ± 1 13 ± 3 392 ± 67 320 ± 45
ℓ+ℓ−νℓ′νℓ′ 45 ± 2 – – – – –
qqνν 3 ± 1 – – 32 ± 3 – –
qqe+e− 1 ± 1 30 ± 7 – 48 ± 12 22 ± 6 19 ± 6
qqℓ+ℓ− – 2 ± 1 28 ± 2 46 ± 4 26 ± 5 22 ± 4
e+e−ff 9 ± 9 7 ± 7 1 ± 1 7 ± 7 2 ± 2 2 ± 2
ννγ(γ) 2 ± 1 – – – – –
ℓ+ℓ− 20 ± 4 2 ± 1 1 ± 1 5 ± 1 – –
qq – 40 ± 8 22 ± 4 192 ± 29 1337 ± 87 1210 ± 62
Combined 160 ± 14 135 ± 24 55 ± 6 417 ± 34 1777 ± 117 1570 ± 84
Table 3: Accepted background cross sections. Backgrounds from non-CC03 sources are shown for the
189 GeV W+W− selections. The first three lines list differences in accepted cross sections between a
complete four-fermion sample and a CC03 sample for these final states. The e+e−ff class, containing
all additional four-fermion background not explicitly counted elsewhere, is dominated by two-photon
interactions. Backgrounds in the qqqq selection are listed for both the counting and weighted event
analyses as described in the text. All errors include both statistical and systematic contributions.
Selected as Observed Total Expected Efficiency (%) Background
e+νee
−νe 37 34.4 ± 1.1 75.5 ± 1.1 3.3 ± 1.0
µ+νµµ
−νµ 34 37.1 ± 1.1 80.4 ± 1.2 3.7 ± 1.0
τ+ντ τ
−ντ 37 30.9 ± 1.0 46.4 ± 0.7 7.7 ± 1.0
e±νeµ
∓νµ 68 68.0 ± 1.3 77.8 ± 1.2 2.9 ± 1.0
e±νeτ
∓ντ 46 61.9 ± 1.2 63.0 ± 1.0 7.5 ± 1.0
µ±νµτ
∓ντ 54 55.0 ± 1.2 60.6 ± 0.9 4.1 ± 1.0
qqeνe 389 414.3 ± 6.5 85.4 ± 0.8 25.1 ± 4.4
qqµνµ 420 418.9 ± 4.8 89.2 ± 0.8 10.1 ± 1.1
qqτντ 437 423.6 ± 9.5 68.4 ± 1.4 76.3 ± 6.2
ℓ+νℓℓ
′−νℓ′ 276 287.2 ± 5.0 82.1 ± 1.2 29.3 ± 2.9
qqℓ±νℓ 1246 1256.8 ± 16.1 86.8 ± 0.9 111.5 ± 9.5
qqqq 1546 1500.0 ± 25.2 86.4 ± 0.9 325.3 ± 21.4
Weighted 1306.1 ± 31.8 1270.5 ± 19.1 72.3 ± 0.7 287.4 ± 15.4
any 3068 3044.0 ± 32.1 86.6 ± 0.6 466.1 ± 23.6
Table 4: Event selection summary. The observed and expected numbers of events for each selection
category are shown for an integrated luminosity of 183.05 ± 0.40 pb−1 at √s = 188.635 ± 0.040 GeV
assuming Standard Model production rates. The expected efficiency of each individual selection for
that particular CC03 final state and the expected number of background events from non-CC03
processes is also shown separately. The errors on the expected numbers of events includes the theo-
retical uncertainty on the predicted W+W− production cross section of 16.26±0.08 pb. The inclusive
W+W− → any numbers use the counting method in the qqqq channel. The uncertainties on combined
numbers account for all correlations.
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Signal efficiency error (%)
Event Selection W+W− →
Source of uncertainty qqeνe qqµνµ qqτντ qqqq Weighted
Statistical 0.18 0.17 0.27 0.06 0.20
Comparison of MC generators 0.24 0.51 0.78 0.21 0.23
Fragmentation 0.40 0.40 0.60 0.72 0.54
MW dependence 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05
Beam energy dependence 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Tracking losses 0.40 0.10 0.30 0.18 0.15
Final-state interactions – – – 0.36 0.34
Data/MC preselection 0.29 0.24 0.58 – –
Data/MC likelihood selection 0.36 0.34 0.72 0.12 0.17
Detector occupancy 0.02 0.02 0.02 – –
Four-fermion rejection 0.30 0.10 0.30 – –
Total 0.84 0.80 1.44 0.86 0.74
Table 5: Selection efficiency systematic uncertainties. For the W+W−→ qqqq selection the uncer-
tainties are listed for both the counting and weighted event selections. All contributions are listed as
the absolute difference in selection efficiency.
Fitted Fit assumptions: Standard Model
Parameter No lepton universality Lepton universality Expectation
Br(W→ eνe) 10.03 ± 0.47 ± 0.16 % 10.8%
Br(W→ µνµ) 10.63 ± 0.47 ± 0.16 % 10.51 ± 0.23 ± 0.12 % 10.8%
Br(W→ τντ ) 10.94 ± 0.59 ± 0.25 % 10.8%
Br(W→ qq) 68.41 ± 0.71 ± 0.36 % 68.47 ± 0.70 ± 0.35 % 67.5%
Table 6: Summary of branching fraction results from the OPAL
√
s = 188.6 GeV data alone.
The results from the different branching fraction fits described in the text are shown, where the two
errors represent the statistical and systematic uncertainties respectively. The leptonic and hadronic
branching fractions in each case are not independent, but have been determined assuming that the
sum is equal to unity. When assuming lepton universality, small differences in the leptonic branching
fractions due to lepton mass effects have been neglected.
e+e− → Measured cross section (fb) Expected (fb)
e+e−νν 290+56−51 ± 11 262
µ+µ−νν 195+44−40 ± 08 221
τ+τ−νν 290+73−66 ± 13 207
e±µ∓νν 384+60−55 ± 11 387
e±τ∓νν 225+64−58 ± 10 388
µ±τ∓νν 348+69−63 ± 11 376
Table 7: Four-fermion ℓ+ℓ−νν cross sections. Observed cross sections are shown for each ℓνℓν
decay topology using the four-fermion signal definition described in the text. All six cross sections
were determined in a simultaneous fit to the observed number of events. The errors shown are the
statistical and systematic contributions respectively. The expected cross sections within the Standard
Model are calculated using the Koralw four-fermion Monte Carlo generator.
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Figure 1: The CC03 diagrams for W-pair production.
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Figure 2: Distributions of visible energy scaled to the center-of-mass energy, Rvis, for the six di-
lepton classes selected as W+W−→ ℓ+νℓℓ′−νℓ′ . The data are shown as the points with statistical error
bars. The total Monte Carlo expectation is shown as the histogram with the non-ℓ+ℓ−νν background
contribution shown by the hatched histogram.
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Figure 3: Distributions of measured lepton energy for events selected as qqeνe, qqµνµ, and qqτντ . Also
shown is the combined distribution for all events selected as W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ. The data are shown as
the points with statistical error bars, while the histogram is the total Monte Carlo expectation. The
background from two-fermion processes is shown by the dark hatched region, while the non-CC03
four-fermion background is shown by the lighter hatched region. Mis-identified W+W−→ qqℓ±νℓ
events are shown in the individual lepton classifications as the singly hatched histogram.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the W+W−→ qqqq likelihood selection variables. The four likelihood input
variables and resulting likelihood discriminant are shown for all events passing the W+W−→ qqqq
preselection. The data are shown as the points with statistical error bars, while the histogram is the
total Monte Carlo expectation. The dark hatched region shows the contribution from two-fermion
processes, while the light hatched region shows the contribution from non-CC03 four-fermion pro-
cesses. In the W420 distribution, the events used to normalize the e
+e− → qq background rate are also
shown to the right of the vertical line. In the likelihood output distribution, the selection cut used in
the counting analysis is indicated by the vertical line, with the selection accepting all events to the
right of this cut.
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Figure 5: The dependence of σWW on
√
s. The W+W− cross sections measured at
√
s = 188.6 GeV
(this paper), at
√
s = 161.3 GeV[2], at
√
s = 172.1 GeV[3], and at
√
s = 182.7 GeV[4] are shown. The
error bars include statistical and systematic contributions. The shaded area shows the prediction of
RacoonWW and YfsWW, with the width of the band covering the range of the estimated theoretical
uncertainty. The dashed curve shows the older Gentle 2.0 prediction, while the dotted curve indicates
the expected cross section if there is no ZWW coupling.
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